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RISC 
General Delivery 
Roberts, MT 59070 

 
January 3, 2020 
 
Bill Bullock 
Carbon County Commissioner 
P.O. Box 887 
Red Lodge, MT 59068 
 
Request by RISC Regarding MDT Hwy 212 Project – Roberts Section 
 
Dear Commissioner Bullock, 
 
As you are aware, this local committee was formed out of a well-attended community meeting on November 
12th.  The purpose of that meeting was to discuss and form a professional approach and means to mitigate the 
Montana Department of Transportation’s (MDT’s) project impacts to the Roberts community.   
 
First, we are quite appreciative of your attentive ear and guidance thus far.  Your presence at our November 
12th community meeting and December 3rd MDT meeting was very beneficial for all involved.  Over the course 
of nearly 20 years of MDT project planning for the Red Lodge to Boyd Highway 212 reconstruction, the City of 
Red Lodge appears to have had reasonable representation advocating on its behalf.  However, since Roberts is 
not incorporated as a city, there was minimal representation advocating on its behalf, if any.  Roberts was ill 
informed, at best.  Therefore, we are requesting the Carbon County Commissioner’s (CCC’s) support and 
representation regarding the final project impacts to Roberts.  To date, we have not received any meaningful 
alternatives from MDT that would mitigate any of RISC’s major concerns that are discussed in this letter.   
 
Next, for the benefit of Commissioners Blain and DeArmond, we are providing RISC’s approved minutes from 
our December 3rd MDT meeting (attached), MDT’s December 11th follow-up response to RISC (attached) and 
RISC’s mission statement as follows:  
 

To collect the opinions of the Roberts community regarding the improvement and safety of the Hwy 
212 corridor project through Roberts, and to represent those opinions to county, state, and MDT 
officials. 

 
The primary purpose of this letter is to officially request that the CCC’s make these following requests of MDT 
on behalf of the Roberts community and RISC: 

1. MDT to reduce the speed limit through Roberts to 35 mph.  This was a unanimous desire from the 
Nov. 12th community meeting and has been a general request of the community for many years.  
Excessive traffic speed through Roberts was identified by CTA as one of the major concerns of the 
community listed in its Community Master Plan study, which was conducted for the Roberts 
Community Foundation in 2013.   RISC can provide several points of justification, if requested.  
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However, it appears that a ‘speed study’ may be required prior to making such a request of MDT.  
If so, please expedite a speed study request with MDT so that it may commence as soon as the 
current Roberts project contract is complete.  Regards to speeding through Roberts, please also 
request that the law enforcement actively patrol Roberts on a routine basis.  Visual presence of 
the Carbon County Sheriff’s department would be very beneficial in addition, not just for the sake 
of speeding but also for the sake of active visual presence to deter public nuisance and crime.    

2. MDT’s approval for installation of community owned and maintained flashing speed signs similar 
to Joliet.  RISC finds the speed signage being offered by MDT as inadequate (illuminated only 
during school hours and not flashing).  The community strongly desires the more effective style 
continuous flashing speed signs that are used in Joliet.  RISC has located the manufacturer of the 
Joliet signs and is already working on local funding and maintenance options.  RISC assumes this 
will require an easement encroachment permit from MDT.  Similar to Joliet, these would be 
installed in addition to MDT’s signage.  We are happy to provide whatever documentation may be 
required to make this request of MDT.  

3. MDT to provide Amish buggy/bike cautions signs.  These are needed along the full length of the 
Amish traffic zone.  This likely is needed from Boyd to a few miles South of Roberts.  MDT has not 
accounted for our recent and positive addition of Amish in the Roberts community.   

4. MDT to remove the center turning lane.  RISC’s justification for removal is to provide wider safer 
shoulders for agricultural vehicles, licensed ATVs/UTVs, Amish buggies, bikes, pedestrians, etc.  
Again, this was a unanimous desire from the Nov. 12th community meeting.  The Roberts 
community does not see any need for a center turning lane.  MDT implied this is a federal safety 
standard and provided a total of 3 left turning related accident reports in Roberts, none of which 
were stated as fatalities, one of which we know was alcohol related.  If Joliet does not need a 
center turning lane, why would Roberts?  This community believes the center turning lane will 
likely have a counter effect to safety and lead to faster speeds through town, i.e. approaching 
vehicles will no longer need to slow down for a left turning vehicle and will often accelerate once 
the vehicle ahead moves out of the flow of traffic.  At the December 3rd meeting, MDT stated they 
would consider removing the center turning lane after we wore it on for size for a couple years.  
We request the reverse for a trial period, i.e. no turning lane, as a center turning lane can be 
added at a later date.  It is merely a matter of paint. 

5. MDT to fill in the open ditches with culverts and/or curtain drains (French drain) on both sides of 
the highway through town.  RISC’s justification for this request is to facilitate pedestrian walkways, 
possible installation of sidewalks at a later date, aesthetics appropriate of a town/community, and 
installation of Veteran memorial crosses such that they can be accessed on foot by the public and 
passersby.  Roberts is recognized as the local creator of this particular Veterans style project, 
which has been adopted by other nearby communities and is still growing, e.g. Joliet and Red 
Lodge.  Now, we have no suitable location to install our crosses, dog tags and to pay respect to our 
Veterans.  In addition, the large deep ditches impede the Roberts Community Foundation project 
to plant trees along the east boundary of MDT’s east ditch through town.  This beautification 
project has been in the planning stage for several years now and is nearly ‘shovel-ready’.  The 
ditches are a very emotional issue to the Roberts community.  Prior to the MDT project, Roberts 
had a mixture of culverts and shallower ditches.  The new ditches installed are nearly impossible 
to maintain aesthetically suitable of a town/community.  MDT also states the open ditches are 
necessary for seasonal flash flooding due to run-off from the West Bench and suggested that 
Roberts needs drainage behind the town to take run-off north before it enters town.  Sanford 
Langager has since excavated and improved upon the West Roberts Drainage Ditch running South-
North directly under the West Bench.  MDT has already acknowledged this as an improvement.  
MDT also states that culverts and cleanouts are too expensive.  Is Roberts not worthy of expense 




